
Spend a min. of  in a single receipt to redeem Privilege Set A.RM14,480*
BI031

�Serenity Blue, Double�

NEORON  Dual Purpose 
Blanket Cover

®

MalaysiaMalaysia

Promotion ends 29.06.2020

BI020W
�Serenity Blue, Any size�
NEORON  Bed Sheet®

OR

SG001 SG013 AS017 AS003 LS005

FIRST PURCHASE :
Spend a min. of  
RM1,800* to receive a 
FREE

- Any Color
AS025 Eye Mask

PERKS On Your Next Purchase

SG013 SG014

AS012
AS012
�Pink�

NEORON  Body Wrap®

SG014
�Gray, Any size�

Ankle Support (1 Pair / Pk)

SG013
�Gray, Any size�

Wrist Support (1 Pair / Pk)

SG001

�Ivory, Any size�

Dual Purpose
(Elbow/Knee) Support (1 Pair/Pk)

Gifts worth RM1,330

SG014

Gifts worth RM1,890

SG001

EXCLUSIVE
NEW PARTNERS

Privilege Set A

Order must include :

FREE

Privilege Set B

Gifts worth RM180

�Ivory, Any size�

Dual Purpose (Elbow/Knee)
Support (1 Pair / Pk)

�Gray, Any size�

Wrist Support 
(1 Pair / Pk)

�Black�

Women’s Gloves 

�Turquoise�

Stole 

�Gray, Any size�

Ankle Support 
(1 Pair / Pk)

�Wine Red�

Room Socks

Spend a min. of
within the same month to receive

RM14,480*

Terms & Conditions
i. Promotion is valid til 29.06.2020.
ii. Newly-joined partners has to completed his application as a member of Nefful Malaysia 
 within the stipulated period.
iii. Minimum amount stated above refers to member price. Member price refers to the price 
 after 20% off from the catalogue price.
iv. Purchases of sales kit, sales tools and top-up on product exchange will not be taken into 
 consideration for sales accumulation in this promotion.
v. This promotion is not valid in conjunction with other ongoing promotion or Nefful Coupons.
vi. Amendments on orders or combined orders are not allowed after payment is made.

vii. Each new member can onley redeem Privilege Set A or Privilege Set B for the first transaction. Purchase of Perks On Your Next 
 Purchase is not allowed for accumulation, purchase must be completed within a single receipt.
viii. Specified purchases stated in Privilege Set A in this promotion are not allowed for exchange.
ix. No exchange procedure for free gift will be allowed. Free gifts are strictly while stock last. Nefful Malaysia reserves the rights to 
 change or substitute free gift of similar value if the original gift runs out of stock.
x. In event where ‘Exchange Procedure’ has affected criteria of the promotion, free gift(s) received must be returned to the company.
xi. In the event of cancellation of a membership, all gifts given have to be returned.
xii. Nefful (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd reserves the rights to change the terms and conditions without prior notice.

on your next purchase

FREE



㻌皰咳纏窞揲笕氃螈 *糷搿Ḓ搳অ因牐RM14,480ݢܨ
BI031

�䌀覌萠牧櫕Ո�
甕聅谍獋አᤩॺҁṛ褷羬ڜ҂

肼腖虁ٍҁӞ櫕蕕҂
�罡ጮ牧疳ੑ犨螡�

咳纏襑珀ᛗ物

搿蝑

泷㬵ᥜ㫎泷㬵ᥜ㫎

崞䨔姺傈劍29.06.2020

哫⟝莃鋉
i. 暴䟃崞䨓姺荚29.06.2020牐
ii. 倜➂갭倳崞劍Ⰹ㸣䧭Ⰵ剙捀㧘蓆ꪪ꼛⢵銮❎剙㆞⛒歍锜牐
iii.� 姼ⰕデⰉ㺁䨽閕⛒嶊顤겘捀剙㆞⭆牐姼崞剙㆞⭆⽯䒉陽㈑⭆䫓䩾���䖓ꆃ겘牐
iv. 劤崞➰妳ꆃ겘⛒鎘皾♶ろ飑顠鰊ꌺㅷ⛒ꆃ겘牧❟♶ろ葺ㅷ䳔顈佄➰䊴겘鿇ⴓ牐
v. Ⱖ➭暴䟃崞䧴⮚䟃ⵙ♶〳秛Ⰵ姼崞牐
vi. 䨽剣涭牰➰妳䖓♶䖤刿何䧴さ⢘鎍㋲牐

vii. 嫥⡘倜➂껷飑"狱䧴#狱⫦〳✳乴♧կ껷飑#狱⛒ꆃ겘♶䖤莃㔐飑狱さ⢘鎘皾❟♶〳䬑㋲牐
viii. 劤崞껷飑"狱⛒䭷㹀飑顠㉀ㅷ䛒♶䱸「刿䳔Ⱖ㸏㉀ㅷ牐
ix. 飧ㅷ䛒♶䱸「䳔顈牧鷏㸣捀姺牐㧘蓆ꪪ꼛⢵銮❎⥂殅⟃瘝⧩㉀ㅷ➿剏⛒奘ⵃ牐
x. 㥴㔓葺ㅷ䳔顈罜劢麦劤剢ぐ崞⛒垥彊罏牧倳䳔顈儗㼝鑩崞䨽栻⛒飧ㅷ♧ずꦏ顈娝鼧Ⱅ牐
xi. 鍑秈鷌顈ず儗牧갭㼝飧ㅷ鷌鼧Ⱅ牐
xii. 㧘蓆ꪪ꼛⢵銮❎猘➂剣ꣲⰕ⥂殅刿何崞Ⰹ㺁⛒奘ⵃ牐

 BI020W
�䌀覌萠牧疳ੑ犨螡�
甕聅谍ଥ㻌

SG001 SG013 AS017 AS003 LS005

㻌皰咳纏窞揲笕氃螈
RM1,800*ܨ搿蝑
AS025

���氅ᜋ犨螡�

Ḓ稞窞揲物
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者㰷꧊RM180
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SG013 SG014

AS012

AS012斕ፄ虁蛪
�罭夺�

SG014眃ၚ虁ҁӞ櫕蕕҂
�箜ᜋ牧疳ੑ犨螡�

SG013眃ၚ虁脩ҁӞ櫕蕕҂
�箜ᜋ牧疳ੑ犨螡�

SG001肼腖虁ٍҁӞ櫕蕕҂
�罡ጮ牧疳ੑ犨螡�

者㰷꧊RM1,330

眃ၚ虁脩ҁӞ櫕蕕҂
�箜ᜋ牧疳ੑ犨螡�

՛穇ಋॺ
�ἓᜋ�

SG014

眃ၚ虁ҁӞ櫕蕕҂
�箜ᜋ牧疳ੑ犨螡�

觓瑻૯
�竝翑�

疑薗
�蟸夺�

者㰷꧊RM1,890

SG001


